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2009.4.22 Enhancements:   
The New Location Inventory is now an important tool for collection development.   
A. It can be format for use with a spreadsheet. 
B. Can include ISBN and/or ISSN values 
C. Can include any MARC tag and all subfields. 
D. Can include any Item field, including Patron Name. 
E. Now sorts a title's items by copy then year then volume then issue. 
F. Moreover the Location Inventory can be filtered by the following: 
 - a date range; 

 - specified transactions; 

 - a condition placed on the sum of the specified transactions; 

 - publication year range; 

 - displays transactions per item for the date range. 

Thus the Location Inventory report can be used for: 
 - determining items that could be weeded; 

 - collection development information, e.g., identify popular   

   titles. 

Location Inventory with Circulation Statistics Filtering Options should be used with the Collection 
and Circulation Report for a complete picture of library activity. 
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1 New Location Inventory 
 
 
 
1.1 Overview to Circulation Location Inventory 
 
This report shows a list of materials in call number order that are in specific locations.  This report 
is also known as a Shelf List.   

 
1.2 Sample Location Inventory Report without Options 
 
 

 

BF 575 A5 M37 1989                                     MARC# 1097  

  McKay, Matthew.   

  When anger hurts :   

  ITEM#   BAR CODE                  STATUS    VOLUME  

  2931                              available  c.1  

  3222                              available  c.2  

   

BF 637 B4 P65 1994  1st ed.                            MARC# 1098  

  Prochaska, James O.   

  Changing for good :   

  ITEM#   BAR CODE                  STATUS    VOLUME  

  2651                              on loan 01/21-02/25  

                                               c.1  

<snip>  
 

shelved by title                                         MARC# 68  

  The Nursing clinics of North America.   

  ITEM#   BAR CODE                  STATUS    VOLUME  

  2543                              available v.40 no.1 2005  c.1  

  3538                              available v.40 no.2 2005  c.1  

  4138                              available v.40 no.3 2005  c.1  

  5060                              available v.40 no.4 2005  c.1  

  5788                              available v.41 no.1 2006  c.1  

<snip> 
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1.3 Location Inventory Report Options 
 
The Location Inventory optionally displays the following data:   
 

   1. ISSN and/or ISBN number;   

   2. Specified MARC Bib tags;   

   3. Item fields;   

   4. Count of selected transactions.   

   

The following display format options are available:   
 

   1. Output to a tab delimited file (for import into Excel);   

   2. Sorting by item type rather than location.   

   

Data may be filtered by any of the following criteria, alone or in combination:   
 

   1. Date range;   

   2. Transaction Type;   

   3. Item Type;   

   4. Publication Year Range;   

   5. Summed transactions greater than or less than a specified  

      value;   

   6. The specified top number items or bibs.  
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1.4 Sample Location Inventory Report with Options 
 
 
  BF 575 A5 M37 1989                                 MARC# 1097  
    McKay, Matthew.   
    When anger hurts :   
    0934986762, 9780934986762  
    650 #0 $a Anger.   
    ITEM#   BAR CODE                  STATUS    VOLUME  
    2931                              available  c.1  
      Circulation Class:  Two Weeks  
    ITEM#   BAR CODE                  STATUS    VOLUME  
    3222                              available  c.2  
      Circulation Class:  Two Weeks  
   
  BF 637 B4 P65 1994  1st ed.                         MARC# 1098  
    Prochaska, James O.   
    Changing for good :   
    0688112633, 9780688112639  
    650 #0 $a Behavior modification.   
    650 #0 $a Change (Psychology)  
    ITEM#   BAR CODE                  STATUS    VOLUME  
    2651                              on loan 01/21-02/25  
                                                 c.1  
      Circulation Class:  Two Weeks  
      Patron number:  333  
      Patron name:  Smith,Carol  
   
  BJ 1477 S465L 1991                                  MARC# 2610  
    Seligman, Martin E. P.   
    Learned optimism /  
    0394579151, 9780394579153  
    650 #0 $a Optimism.   
    650 #2 $a Emotions.   
    650 #2 $a Personality.   
    ITEM#   BAR CODE                  STATUS    VOLUME  
    2821                              available  c.2  
      Circulation Class:  Two Weeks  
 <snip>  
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1.5 Circulation Location Inventory (a.k.a. Shelf List) 
 
 

 
 

 
1.6 Fields:  Circulation Location Inventory (a.k.a. Shelf List) 
 
 
 
1.6.1 Field 1 Filter Status:  28 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  field Filter Status tells if the function [Circulation Statistics Filtering Options] was run 
and is in effect.   
 
1.6.2 Field 2 Window Status:  20 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the message "Working..." while the process is computing.   
 
1.6.3 Field 3 Function Keys 
 
1.6.4 Field 4 Location:  35 characters, multiple, mandatory 
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Purpose:  To specify the Locations for a particular Cluster.  The Locations may also be selected 
from a pop-up list.   
 
1.6.5 Field 5 Starting Call Number:  30 characters 
 
Purpose:  this value should specify inclusively the first call number that may appear in the report.   
 
Format:  Any valid call number may be used.  
 
1.6.6 Field 6 Ending Call Number:  30 characters 
 
Purpose:  this value should specify inclusively the last call number that may appear in the report.   
 
Format:  Any valid call number may be used.  
 
1.6.7 Field 7 Header Line 1:  60 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify desired text for the first header line  
 
1.6.8 Field 8 Header Line 2:  60 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify desired text for the first header line  
 
1.6.9 Field 9 Include ISBN and/or ISSN:  multiple 

 
Purpose:  Selecting either the ISBN and/or ISSN check box(es) forced these values onto the 
report.   
 
1.6.10 Field 10 Display MARC Bib tags:  3 characters, multiple 
 
Purpose:  these values should be MARC bibliographic tags that will be displayed after the Header 
but before the Copy Edit fields.  Typically, this field is not used if the Header is Entire MARC Bib 
since this field would be redundant.  Rather, this field might be used to display all of the ISSN 
values (tag 020) and all of the URLS (tag 856).   
 
Format:  this field is a table selection.  The MARC tag numbers may be typed into the field, or, 
selected from the table list.  Many tags may be selected.   
 
1.6.11 Field 11 Subfield:  All or first 'a':   
 
Purpose:  Choose whether you want to see all subfields for the chosen MARC tags or only just 
the bib's first tag's subfield a.   
 
1.6.12 Field 12 Display Fields:  30 characters, multiple 
 
1.6.13 Field 13 Circ Statistics Filter Options:   
 
Purpose:  Click this button to bring up another window where you may select various options for 
filtering the data.  
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1.6.14 Field 14 Tab Delimiter Format:   
 
Purpose:  Tab Delimiter Format for Foreign App Import will create the top row with the column 
labels for each report field.  The column labels will have a tab character between them.  The data 
will be formatted into a row per record with tabs between the fields.  The output can be imported 
into spreadsheets and databases.   
 
1.6.15 Field 15 Sort by Item Type:   
 
Purpose:  Sort by Item Type will sort the item types Audiovisuals, Books, Serials, and 
Temporaries, to be group together in kind.  If collection does separate these materials on the 
shelves, then the sort represents the reality.  If the types are inter-shelved, then the sort makes 
the report worthless.   
 
Format:  selecting the check box enforces the sort.   
 
1.6.16 Field 16 Choice of the Target Device:  tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Printer, File, or an E-mail address.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 

Menu Values: 

Workstation 

Printer 

File 

E-mail 

Close 

Help 

 

 
1.7 Overview to Circulation Statistics Filter Options 
 
The Location Inventory Circulation Statistics Filter Options windows is accessed from function 
Location Inventory's push button [Circulation Statistics Filter Options].  The Location Inventory 
can be filtered by the following:   
 

   - a date range;   

   - specified transactions;   

   - a condition placed on the sum of the specified transactions;   

   - publication year range.   

   

Thus the Location Inventory report can be used for:   
 

   - determining items that could be weeded;   

   - collection development information.   

   

Location Inventory with Circulation Statistics Filtering Options should be used with the Collection 
and Circulation Report for a complete picture of library activity.   

 
1.8 Location Inventory Example with Filtering 
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  2005-JAN through 2008-DEC inclusively.   

  Transactions: Loans, Renewals, Internal circulation,  

                Loans with override, Renews with override  

  Condition Less Than 1 by bib  

   

F 311 G345 2007                                       MARC# 3635  

  Gannon, Michael,  

  Michael Gannon's history of Florida in 40 minutes /  

  ITEM#   BAR CODE                  STATUS    VOLUME  

  14788                             on loan 02/09-03/02  

                                               c.2  

    Loans=0  Loans+=0  Internal Circ=0  Renewals=0  Renewals+=0    

   

QV 38 P54 1996                                        MARC# 1104  

  Pierce, Andrea.   

  The American Pharmaceutical Association parent's guide to  

  ITEM#   BAR CODE                  STATUS    VOLUME  

  405                               available  

    Loans=0  Loans+=0  Internal Circ=0  Renewals=0  Renewals+=0    

   

QZ 201 C2147 1996                                     MARC# 2937  

  Hoffman, Barbara,  

  A cancer survivor's almanac :   

  ITEM#   BAR CODE                  STATUS    VOLUME  

  4727                              available  c.2  

    Loans=0  Loans+=0  Internal Circ=0  Renewals=0  Renewals+=0    

   

RA 777.8 W43 1991                                     MARC# 2933  

  Weisse, Allen B.   

  The man's guide to good health /  

  ITEM#   BAR CODE                  STATUS    VOLUME  

  4722                              available  c.1  

    Loans=0  Loans+=0  Internal Circ=0  Renewals=0  Renewals+=0    

   

<snip>  
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1.9 Location Inventory Circulation Statistics Filter Options 
 
 

 
 

 
1.10 Fields:  Location Inventory Circulation Statistics Filter Options 
 
 
 
1.10.1 Field 1 Year for Report:  4 characters, mandatory 
 
Purpose:  To specify the year for the report.   
 
Format:  The year is four digits.   
 
1.10.2 Field 2 Month for the Report:  3 characters, mandatory 
 
Purpose:  To specify the month for the report.  
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1.10.3 Field 3 End Year for Report:  4 characters, mandatory 
 
Purpose:  To specify the end year for the report.   
 
Format:  The year is four digits.   
 
1.10.4 Field 4 End Month for the Report:  3 characters, mandatory 
 
Purpose:  To specify the last month for the report.   
 
1.10.5 Field 5 Transactions:  multiple, mandatory 

 
Purpose:  the field Transactions determines which activities should be included.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 

Menu Values: 

Loans 

Renewals 

Hold requests 

Internal circulation 

Recalls 

Loans with override 

Renews with override 

Item edits 

 
 
1.10.6 Field 6 Item Type:  multiple 
 
Purpose:  Count transactions only for selected item type(s):  Audiovisual, Book, Serial, 
Temporary.   
 
1.10.7 Field 7 Condition:  12 characters, mandatory 
 
Purpose:  Condition will further filter the data for the report.  The default condition is "None".  
"None" means that no conditions will be applied to the bibs or items, thus all bibs and items that 
existed during the specified date range for the specified transactions will be included in the report.   
 
The other Conditions require a numeric value for field Value and a selection "Based on"  
 

   - Bib;   

   - Items;   

   - Serial by volume, others by item  

   - Serial by year, others by item  

   

When "Based on" is Bibs, then the software sums the specified transactions by all items attached 
to the bib.  If each bib's sum meets the Condition, then all of the bib's items are included in the 
report.   
 
When "Based on" is Items, then the software sums the specified transactions by for each item.  If 
each item's sum meets the Condition, then the item is included in the report.   
 
When "Based on" is "Serial by volume, others by item", if the item is not a serial item, then it will 
be treated like option "Item" (see above). If it is a serial item, then the software will sum the 
transactions based on the item's volume value.   
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When "Based on" is "Serial by year, others by item", if the item is not a serial item, then it will be 
treated like option "Item" (see above).  If it is a serial item, then the software will sum the 
transactions based on the item's year value.  
 
Condition "Greater Than" shows items or bibs that circulated more times than the indicated value 
in the designated date range.  "Greater Than" is not inclusive, meaning that if you choose 
"Greater Than 10" then the sum of exactly 10 will not appear.   
 
Condition "Less Than" shows items or bibs that circulated fewer times than the indicated value in 
the designated date range.  "Less Than" is not inclusive, meaning that if you choose "Less Than 
10" then the sum of exactly 10 times will not appear.  
 
Condition "Top" shows the top items or bibs based in the designated date range per the Value.  In 
the case of ties then all of the entities are shown.   
 
1.10.8 Field 8 Condition Value:  4 characters 
 
Purpose:  If choosing to filter data by condition ("Greater Than", "Less Than", or "Top"), enter the 
value here.  Values for "Greater Than" and "Less Than" are NOT inclusive.  For "Top", more 
items than requested may appear in case of ties.   
 
1.10.9 Field 9 Item or Bib Level:   
 
Purpose:  If a condition other than "NONE" is chosen, indicate whether the decision will be based 
on the following options.   
 
With option "Bib", the software will sum the transactions at the bibliographic level.  Therefore if 
Transaction is Loans, the Condition is Greater Than, the Value is 3, and in the time range a bib 
has either  
 

   - one item has four or more loans;   

   - or four items have one loan each;   

   

then the bib and its items will be on the report.   
 
With option "Item", the software will sum the transactions each item.  Therefore if Transaction is 
Loans, the Condition is Greater Than, the Value is 3, and in the time range an item has four or 
more loans, then the bib and this item will be on the report.   
 
With option "Serial by volume, others by item", if the item is not a serial item, then it will be treated 
like option "Item" (see above).  If it is a serial item, then the software will sum the transactions 
based on the item's volume value.  Therefore if Transaction is Loans, the Condition is Greater 
Than, the Value is 3, and  
 

   - one item within a volume has four or more loans;   

   - or four items within a volume have one loan each;   

   

then the bib and all items within that volume will be on the report.  If the volume is a range, then it 
is treated as one volume.   
 
With option "Serial by year, others by item", if the item is not a serial item, then it will be treated 
like option "Item" (see above).  If it is a serial item, then the software will sum the transactions 
based on the item's year value.  Therefore if Transaction is Loans, the Condition is Greater Than, 
the Value is 3, and  
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   - one item within a year has four or more loans;   

   - or four items within a year have one loan each;   

   

then the bib and all items within that year will be on the report.   
 
1.10.10 Field 10 Publication Start Year:  4 characters 
 
Purpose:  If you wish to filter the data by publication year, enter the start year of the range here.  
Range is inclusive.   
 
1.10.11 Field 11 Publication End Year:  4 characters 
 
Purpose:  If you wish to filter the data by publication year, enter the last year of the range.  Range 
is inclusive.   
 
1.10.12 Field 12 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:   
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 

Menu Values: 

Ok 

Cancel 

Help 

Clear All Filters 

 
 
Option [Clear All Filters] resets the Circulation Statics Filter Options so that there is no filtering.   
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